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CASE STUDY: PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



Fulcrum Capital is a growing boutique wealth management firm with a focus on values-based and sustainable 
investment strategies. Having recently moved away from being solely an investment advisory firm they came to 
GA Creative to update their brand and website to best reflect the team’s personality and high-quality approach 
to client service. This case study shows our process in action.

Overview



Giving the team a voice 

Because there were multiple stakeholders with differing 
perspectives, we wanted to make sure everyone had a 
voice. We created a 15-question survey for each of the ten 
stakeholders to respond to. 

Questions included:

• Words to describe Fulcrum’s personality 

• How clients would describe Fulcrum’s approach to client 
service

• Current perceptions Fulcrum is trying to shift

• Fulcrum’s three core strengths

• Client profiles

• Client development process

• Top question they get asked about the firm

• Competitive strengths and weaknesses

• Favorite wealth management firm website and why

Discovery 



Honing in on a creative direction 

We facilitated a kick-off meeting with a smaller team of key 
decision makers to review and discuss the results of the 
questionnaire. We pulled up several competitor websites as 
well as non-industry sites to gain a better handle on their likes 
and dislikes in terms of look and feel, messaging, and user 
experience. The result was an approved creative brief. 

Defining the best user experience

As part of the kick-off meeting, we explored different options 
to identify the best navigation and user experience. Upon 
approval of the site map, we moved to creative concepting.
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Concept A: What matters most

Built around the idea of “what matters most” and the fact that relationships are our most important investment. 
We expanded Fulcrum’s color palette, introducing warm, soft, and approachable colors. The imagery pulled 
similar warm tones and reflected the authenticity and trust, showing relationships in different life stages: raising 
a family, home ownership, and retirement.

Creative directions to choose from

Wealth management 
built around what matters most 
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Concept B: Experience lift

Fulcrum is a force for positive energy and momentum in clients’ lives – “We elevate the wealth management 
experience beyond the expected, so you can invest with impact”. This bold approach speaks to the fact that 
Fulcrum is forward-thinking. The copy, type treatment, vivid colors, and imagery together showcase Fulcrum’s 
vibrant personality and are a stark contrast to most wealth management firms’ websites. 



While Fulcrum loved both concepts saying we did an “amazing job capturing what we shared,” they ultimately 
chose “Experience Lift” because of its impact, and how it stood out from their competition in a sustainable, 
responsible, and dynamic way.

The reveal



Results

280%
New Users

Within three months of launching the new website, Fulcrum’s analytics showed great performance:
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